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1: Barco Projection Systems (a). Worldwide Niche Marketing - Research Paper
(a) Barco's business model is based on differentiation strategy, which in turns caters for a particular niche segment of
the projection system market. BPS is thus able to charge a premium price for its products.

Brushing up HBR fundamentals will provide a strong base for investigative reading. Often readers scan
through the business case study without having a clear map in mind. This leads to unstructured learning
process resulting in missed details and at worse wrong conclusions. Reading up the HBR fundamentals helps
in sketching out business case study analysis and solution roadmap even before you start reading the case
study. It also provides starting ideas as fundamentals often provide insight into some of the aspects that may
not be covered in the business case study itself. Worldwide Niche Marketing, Portuguese Version HBR Case
Study To write an emphatic case study analysis and provide pragmatic and actionable solutions, you must
have a strong grasps of the facts and the central problem of the HBR case study. Begin slowly - underline the
details and sketch out the business case study description map. In some cases you will able to find the central
problem in the beginning itself while in others it may be in the end in form of questions. Business case study
paragraph by paragraph mapping will help you in organizing the information correctly and provide a clear
guide to go back to the case study if you need further information. My case study strategy involves - Marking
out the protagonist and key players in the case study from the very start. Drawing a motivation chart of the key
players and their priorities from the case study description. Refine the central problem the protagonist is facing
in the case and how it relates to the HBR fundamentals on the topic. Evaluate each detail in the case study in
light of the HBR case study analysis core ideas. Step 3 - Barco Projection Systems A: Worldwide Niche
Marketing, Portuguese Version Case Study Analysis Once you are comfortable with the details and objective
of the business case study proceed forward to put some details into the analysis template. You can do business
case study analysis by following Fern Fort University step by step instructions - Company history is provided
in the first half of the case. You can use this history to draw a growth path and illustrate vision, mission and
strategic objectives of the organization. Often history is provided in the case not only to provide a background
to the problem but also provide the scope of the solution that you can write for the case study. HBR case
studies provide anecdotal instances from managers and employees in the organization to give a feel of real
situation on the ground. Make a time line of the events and issues in the case study. Time line also provides an
insight into the progressive challenges the company is facing in the case study. Worldwide Niche Marketing,
Portuguese Version Once you finished the case analysis, time line of the events and other critical details.
Focus on the following - Zero down on the central problem and two to five related problems in the case study.
Worldwide Niche Marketing, Portuguese Version. SWOT analysis is a strategic tool to map out the strengths,
weakness, opportunities and threats that a firm is facing. Worldwide Niche Marketing, Portuguese Version In
our live classes we often come across business managers who pinpoint one problem in the case and build a
case study analysis and solution around that singular point. Business environments are often complex and
require holistic solutions. You should try to understand not only the organization but also the industry which
the business operates in. Porter Five Forces is a strategic analysis tool that will help you in understanding the
relative powers of the key players in the business case study and what sort of pragmatic and actionable case
study solution is viable in the light of given facts. You should make a list of factors that have significant
impact on the organization and factors that drive growth in the industry. Worldwide Niche Marketing,
Portuguese Version Case Study Solution Once you have developed multipronged approach and work out
various suggestions based on the strategic tools. The next step is organizing the solution based on the
requirement of the case. You can use the following strategy to organize the findings and suggestions. Build a
corporate level strategy - organizing your findings and recommendations in a way to answer the larger
strategic objective of the firm. Business Unit Level Solution - The case study may put you in a position of a
marketing manager of a small brand. So instead of providing recommendations for overall company you need
to specify the marketing objectives of that particular brand. You have to recommend business unit level
recommendations. For example you can recommend a low cost strategy but the company core competency is
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design differentiation. Case study solutions can also provide recommendation for the business manager or
leader described in the business case study. Step 8 -Implementation Framework The goal of the business case
study is not only to identify problems and recommend solutions but also to provide a framework to implement
those case study solutions. Implementation framework differentiates good case study solutions from great case
study solutions. If you able to provide a detailed implementation framework then you have successfully
achieved the following objectives - Detailed understanding of the case, Clarity of HBR case study
fundamentals, Analyzed case details based on those fundamentals and Developed an ability to prioritize
recommendations based on probability of their successful implementation. Implementation framework helps
in weeding out non actionable recommendations, resulting in awesome Barco Projection Systems A:
Worldwide Niche Marketing, Portuguese Version case study solution. Step 9 - Take a Break Once you
finished the case study implementation framework. Take a small break, grab a cup of coffee or whatever you
like, go for a walk or just shoot some hoops. Worldwide Niche Marketing, Portuguese Version case study
solution After refreshing your mind, read your case study solution critically. When we are writing case study
solution we often have details on our screen as well as in our head. This leads to either missing details or poor
sentence structures. Once refreshed go through the case solution again - improve sentence structures and
grammar, double check the numbers provided in your analysis and question your recommendations. Be very
slow with this process as rushing through it leads to missing key details. Once done it is time to hit the attach
button.
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2: Barco Projection Systems (A): Worldwide Niche Marketing | EasyCaseSolution
Case Analysis of Barco Projection System: Worldwide Niche Marketing Introduction Barco N.V. was established in as a
producer of radio broadcast receivers.

Barco Projection Systems A: Barco Projection Systems makes video, data, and graphics projectors for the
industrial market. They have traditionally been the performance leader. In August , Sony Corp. As a result,
Barco is faced with being preempted in their fastest growing segment by a competitor with much larger
resources. Deals with how a small niche player deals with considerably larger competitors in a global
environment. Therefore, it is essential that you have a professional case study recommendation memo. The
purpose of a recommendation memo is to concisely recommend a course of action and provide rationale
supporting the recommendation. The case study recommendation memo is a one-two page document not
including exhibits that recommends your course of action and rationale. This format promotes a concise and
clear strategic thought process. Worldwide Niche Marketing, Portuguese Version recommendation memo This
paragraph expresses your intent or action that you required after reading the Barco Projection Systems A:
Ends with the hook: What you intend to do after reading the case and it clearly mention your decision.
Background of Barco Projection Systems A: Worldwide Niche Marketing, Portuguese Version case study This
paragraph explains why we are talking about this today. It lays out the story. It provides us details from the
case story such as - Historical perspective on the problem is provided. Details are elaborated that underline the
given problem. Highlights - what brought us to this moment, why we are in this position, what brought about
the need to make this decision. Dimensionalize the importance of the problem to the organization and how it is
impacting the organization. Constraints â€” Provide a situational analysis based on case study analysis. Keep
the background section both factual and concise. It is part of the memo where we provide a brief insight into
the problem and define the problem. Checklist Is the background clear, concise, and easy to follow? Does it
explain why action is needed now? Does the appropriate sense of urgency come across in the case study?
Recommendations for Barco Projection Systems A: Worldwide Niche Marketing, Portuguese Version Case
Memo Recommendations section will provide details regarding what is needed to be done, how it can be done,
when to do it and who will do it. It can be elaborated with scenario planning as businesses The details of what,
when and how. It must be actionable How much will it cost, when, how, who. The reader should be able to
read this and know how to carry out this recommendation. Some cases will require more than one
recommendation. It often happens that the firm will require more than one recommendations as there are
numerous unknown in the market place. Checklist Is the recommendation clear and actionable? Does the firm
has capability to implement the recommendations or does it needs to hire fresh talent? Orignal
recommendation can be backed by few supporting roadmap to actions. Support includes impact on profit,
share, and anything else that can affect long-term business goals of the firm. Analysis should address
applicable quantitative issues such as NPV, break even analysis, pro forma statement of project budget,
sensitivity analysis; as well as qualitative issues, such as, technology consistency, architectural conformance,
innovation potential, etc. Appeals to precedent and anecdotal evidence in absence of data, but only in limited,
carefully constrained manner. Shows how the recommendation will put the firm at a competitive advantage or
is simply acompetitive necessity. The goal is to read the basis and conclude the recommendation. Checklist Is
the recommendation an inescapable conclusion of the basis? Does the basis for recommendation appropriately
consider: Core competencies and consistency with mission? External customers and internal clients?
Attractiveness â€” quantitative measures if applicable e. Are all assumptions explicitly stated e. Discussions
Outline other alternatives not selected and provide brief reasoning for doing so. Discuss risks and key
assumptions for Barco Projection Systems A: Worldwide Niche Marketing, Portuguese Version case memo
use full disclosure, reference options grid of your recommendation. When you give a precise number or range,
you must support the basis as well. Checklist Is the analysis thorough with key alternatives fairly considered
using options grid? Risks associated with recommendation for Barco Projection Systems A: Worldwide Niche
Marketing, Portuguese Version are properly addressed given the present capabilities and future expectations?
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Worldwide Niche Marketing, Portuguese Version case study memo Clearly specify the roadmap of the
execution. Provide specific date and action that are required to carry on the next steps. Task assignment,
objectives, roles and metrics should be mentioned in advance to reduce ambiguity and replication. Exhibits for
Barco Projection Systems A: Worldwide Niche Marketing, Portuguese Version case memo An Exhibit can be
a data chart, map, graph, grid, or simple data table. While doing the calculations please mention all the
assumptions. Exhibits should have Title, sources, footnotes to calculation. The point of the Exhibit should be
instantly clear to the reader. Exhibits should be cited in the proper order i. Checklist for Barco Projection
Systems A: Worldwide Niche Marketing, Portuguese Version case study memo exhibit Is the analysis
presented in the case memo - precise, accurate, and data-based? Are the exhibits clearly laid out, titled, and
referenced in the case study memo? Is every assumption mentioned in the case memo is explicitly listed?
Every memo may not include every element described above. The specific case will dictate what must be
included. For custom case memo please email us or process the order.
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Barco Projection Systems_Worldwide Niche Marketing - Download as Word Doc .doc /.docx), PDF File .pdf), Text File
.txt) or read online. Scribd is the world's largest social reading and publishing site.

Seufert GmbH, which operates out of Karlsruhe, specializes in visual sub-systems for integration in process
control rooms. Seufert GmbH counts 87 employees, 21 of whom work in research and development. It has
been agreed between seller and buyer not to release the take-over price. With this acquisition BARCO extends
its sales and distribution network with sales to system builders OEM business , increases its market share in
Germany, acquires a number of new application markets in the process control area, and increases its
technological know-how of projection systems and graphic software. Seufert GmbH, founded in , is located in
Karlsruhe. Seufert GmbH has developed and manufactured a very broad range of technologies for integration
in the process control visualisation areas: These are system builders which integrate Dr. Seufert GmbH
subsystems into total control room equipment configurations. Seufert GmbH possess complementary
knowledge in process control sub-markets: Seufert GmbH has greater market experience and better market
penetration in the industrial process control and utilities sub-markets, whilst BARCO Visual Systems, in turn,
is better known in the telecommunications sector. Alongside the commercial aspect, this acquisition also
offers interesting synergies in projector research and development as well as in terms of production capacity.
This significantly boosts the strength of BARCO Projection Systems, and enables the company to react more
quickly and more efficiently to new developments and to growing worldwide demand. In addition to its
research and development department in Kuurne, BARCO Projection Systems will now also have a "center of
competence" for projector research and development at Dr. Seufert GmbH in Karlsruhe. Seufert, the
Founder-Manager of Dr. Seufert GmbH, remains active as a consultant and Mr. Seufert GmbH management
will be retained and will continue to work in order to grow, together with BARCO, in the niche market for
process control room visual systems. Thisd pillar counts three divisions: In addition to projectors, BARCO
Projection Systems is increasingly focusing on product solutions for simulation and virtual reality and total
visual systems for process control rooms. Precisely the combination of this latter division with Dr. Seufert
GmbH will result in a number of attractive synergies.
4: Barco Projection Systems (a). Worldwide Niche Marketing - Research Paper
This slideshow was created to showcase the marketing research involved in the strategic decision-making process. This
presentation represents a decision for the marketing team at Barco Projection Systems, on how to combat the incoming
Sony projector model.

5: Barco Projection Systems A Worldwide Niche Marketing Case Study Help - Case Solution & Analysis
strategy that the company adopted may be the market niche. Market niche is a strategy adopted when there is a small
market segment for which the products are specially designed.

6: Barco Projection Systems | Case Study Solution | Case Study Analysis
Deals with the issue of niche marketing in a worldwide market. Barco Projection Systems makes video, data, and
graphics projectors for the industrial market. They have traditionally been the.

7: Barco Projection System :: Case Study, Analysis, Niche, Marketing, solution | Ampower
Barco Projection Systems: Worldwide Niche Marketing 1. Analyze case using 4C framework: Customer, Competitor,
Company and Context. Company: Barco N.V. started as radio broadcast receivers, then production of television
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receivers followed by development of projectors in the BPS division.

8: Barco Projection Systems (A): Worldwide Niche Marketing Essays
Barco Projection Systems makes video, data, and graphics projectors for the industrial market. They have traditionally
been a leader in performance. In August , Sony introduced a more graphics performance of the projector at a much
lower price than existing projector Barco.

9: Barco Projection Systems by Stephanie Schjang on Prezi
Barco projection system as Barco N.V's second largest division, its strategy to be successful in the market is to niche its
product lines in the field of high-end markets. BPS aimed to enter any markets only if they had possessed in-depth
knowledge and professional technology to be the top manufacturer about the industry.
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